Millimeter-wave/Terahertz (mmW/THz) communications have shown great potential for wideband massive access in next-generation cellular internet of things (IoT) networks. To decrease the length of pilot sequences and the computational complexity in wideband massive access, this paper proposes a novel joint activity detection and channel estimation (JADCE) algorithm. Specifically, after formulating JADCE as a problem of recovering a simultaneously sparse-group and low rank matrix according to the characteristics of mmW/THz channel, we prove that jointly imposing l0 norm and low rank on such a matrix can achieve a robust recovery under sufficient conditions, and verify that the number of measurements derived for the mmW/THz wideband massive access system is significantly smaller than currently known measurements bound derived for the conventional simultaneously sparse and low-rank recovery. Furthermore, we propose a multi-rank aware method by exploiting the quotient geometry of product of complex rank-Lmax matrices with the maximum number of scattering clusters Lmax. Theoretical analysis and simulation results confirm the superiority of the proposed algorithm in terms of computational complexity, detection error rate, and channel estimation accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of Internet-of-Things (IoT) in various fields requires the next-generation cellular IoT networks to support massive connectivity for an exponential growing in the number of machine-type devices [1] . In this context, grant-free random access protocol, as a key of massive connectivity, has gained considerable attentions in recent years [2] . Specifically, active devices access wireless networks by transmitting preassigned pilot sequences without a grant, and then the base station (BS) jointly detects the device activity and estimates channel state information (CSI). Consequently, access latency and signaling overhead can be significantly reduced, especially in the scenario of massive connectivity [3] .
As joint activity detection and channel estimation (JADCE) is a typical sparse problem due to sporadic IoT applications, some compressed sensing based algorithms have recently been proposed. The authors in [4] and [5] proposed an approximated message passing (AMP) algorithm that exploited the statistics of the wireless channel for JADCE. Moreover, the authors in [6] , [7] proposed a low-complexity algorithm for device activity detection, which only requires the covariance matrix of the received signal. A common of previous works is that they all considered a narrowband multiple access system. In fact, to satisfy the requirements of massive connectivity and huge capacity, the next-generation cellular IoT may adopt millimeter-wave or even terahertz wideband communication techniques [8] . In the scenario of wideband massive access, there are two challenging issues. Firstly, JADCE over wideband channels requires very long pilot sequences, resulting in large signaling overhead. Secondly, JADCE over wideband channels is a large-dimensional signal processing problem due to the use of a ultra large-scale antenna array at the BS, resulting in prohibitive computational complexity. Thus, it is necessary to design a feasible and effective wideband massive access scheme based on the characteristics of mmW/THz channels. Extensive experiments show that mmW/THz channels spread in the form of clusters of paths in the angular domain, which leads to a structured sparsity pattern that can be exploited to enhance the estimation performance with low complexity and overhead. In addition, mmW/THz channels exhibit a joint sparse and low-rank structure where the rank is far smaller than the sparsity level of the channel. Leveraging the joint sparse and low-rank structure, a channel estimator for a single device was proposed in [9] , where the sparse and low-rank properties were respectively utilized in two consecutive stages, but not in the joint sense. Note that the low-rank constraint is in general NP-hard, most related works adopted a nuclear norm to relax the rank constraint. However, the nuclear norm based convex relaxation approaches fail to well incorporate the fixed-rank matrices for sparse signal recovery due to the poor structures. As a result, conventional JADCE algorithms can not provide satisfactory detection and estimation performance.
To better exploit the joint sparse and low-rank structure of mmW/THz channels for wideband massive access, this paper designs a multi-rank aware JADCE algorithm for cellular IoT. The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) The low-rank and sparse properties in the delay-angular domain of mmW/THz channels are analyzed and exploited to design a novel wideband JADCE algorithm. 2) The sparse-group and low-rank restricted isometry property (SG&L-RIP) of the proposed algorithm is analyzed. Moreover, theoretical analysis proves that the proposed algorithm has low computational complexity. 3) Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can achieve near-optimal detection and estimation performance.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a mmW/THz wideband cellular IoT network, where a BS equipped with M antennas serves N singleantenna IoT devices. To effectively exploit the wideband benefits of mmW/THz, the OFDM modulation scheme with B subcarries is adopted. Due to the burst characteristic of IoT applications, only a fraction of IoT devices are active at any given time slot. To reduce access latency, a grant-free random access scheme is usually utilized. In what follows, we first introduce the mmW/THz channel and then formulate a wideband joint activity detection and channel estimation (JADCE) problem.
A. mmW/THz Channel Model in Delay-Angular Representation
Without loss of generality, we focus on the channel H n ∈ C M×B from the BS to the nth IoT device over B subcarries. Since the mmW/THz channel H n is a superposition of a small number L n of resolvable propagation paths characterized by their delay/angle pairs. Due to the high resolution in the spatial domain by deploying an ultra-large-scale antenna array at the BS and in the frequency domain by utilizing ultra-wide mmW/THz band, the channel H n exhibits angular and delay spreads. Hence, the channel H n can be expressed as
where L n represents the number of resolvable paths, φ n,l,j denotes the angle shift with respect to the mean angle θ n,l , ϕ n,l,i denotes the delay shift with respect to the mean delay τ n,l , I n and J n represent the number of delay shifts and angle shifts, ξ n,l,i denotes the complex gain of the lth path with the ith delay shift, and ι n,l,j denotes the complex gain of the lth path with the jth angle shift. θ n,l ∈ [0, 1] and τ n,l ∈ [0, γT s ] are the mean angle of arrival and delay of the lth path with γ ≤ 1 and T s being an OFDM symbol duration. Define φ ∈ [−π/2, π/2] and θ = d sin(φ), where d is the normalized antenna spacing. Suppose the BS employs a uniform linear array (ULA) antenna array whose angle and delay response vectors are given by a(θ) = [1, e −j2πθ , · · · , e −j2π(M−1)θ ] T , and b(τ ) = [1, e −j2πτ /Ts , · · · , e −j2πτ (B−1)τ /Ts ] T , respectively [10] . In this paper, we use (·) H and (·) T to denote conjugate transpose and transpose respectively. According to the delay-angular domain characteristics, the mmW/THz channel H n can be rewritten as
where X n ∈ C M×D is the delay-angle representation channel, Note that the delay-angular representation channel X n is a sparse matrix with at most p 2 n L n nonzero entries out of a total DM . Also, X n has at most p n L n nonzero rows and p n L n nonzero columns, in which p n L n ≪ min(D, M ) due to the limited scattering nature and small angular spreads of the mmW/THz wideband signal, as shown in Fig. 1 . In particular, X n has a low-rank structure with rank( X n ) = L n which is much less than the sparsity of the channel matrix. Hence, the delay-angular domain channel X n has a low-rank and sparse structure. 
B. Joint Activity Detection and Channel Estimation Problem Statement
We use a signal support K to denote the collection of active devices at a given time with K = |K| denoting the number of active IoT devices. For convenience, we define χ n as the activity indicator with χ n = 1 if the nth device is active, otherwise, χ n = 0. Towards decreasing the number of samples, the numbers of BS antennas and subcarriers can have low dimensions, i.e. M p ≤ M and B p ≤ B. Thus, the received signal Y ∈ C Mp×Bp at the BS can be expressed as
where
Z denotes an additive white Gaussian noise matrix, P M ∈ C Mp×M and P T ∈ C B×Bp are sampling matrices which randomly select subset of antennas with cardinality M p and subset of subcarriers with cardinality B p . The device pilot sequences α n ∈ C Bp are drawn from complex Gaussian distribution and are known to the BS. We assume that all α n has unit modulus.
Due to a sporadic traffic pattern of the data of IoT devices, X in (2) is K-group sparse. Furthermore, because of the limited scattering nature and small angular spreads of the mmW/THz wideband signal, each group is also sparse. Such a sparsity across groups and within each group is called sparsegroup sparsity. In addition, the matrix X is typically low-rank, namely rank(X) ≤ min {M, KL max } due to low-rank of X n and the large BS antenna M , where L max is the maximum value of L n . Then, the simultaneously sparse-group and lowrank signal X can be recovered by the common approacĥ
where the parameter ν, ν 1 and ν 2 are tunable parameters, l F denotes Frobenius norm of a matrix, l 0 and rank(·) are defined as the number of nonzero elements and the rank of a matrix respectively, ǫ represents an upper bound on the energy of the noise. The linear mapping A : C M×DN → C BpMp obeys y = A(X) + z by straightforward algebra, where y and x are obtained by stacking the columns of matrices Y and X respectively.
III. MULTI-RANK AWARE SPARSE JADCE ALGORITHM
In this section, we first propose an alternative approximation for problem (3), then develop a multi-rank aware JADCE algorithm, followed by computational complexity analysis and comparison.
A. Simultaneously Sparse-Group and Low-Rank Approximation
It is difficult to solve the sparse-group and low-rank problem with an efficient method in (3) directly due to the combination of the l 0 norm, l F norm, and low rank. To resolve this challenge, we propose to recovery simultaneously sparsegroup and low-rank device state matrix by combining l 0 -norm and low rank under approximate conditions, instead of the method mentioned in (3). We start the approximation with the following definition.
holds, where the index set [DN ] is partitioned inton disjoint sets, and nonzero group X n has at most p n L n nonzero rows and p n L n nonzero columns. Then, we jointly impose l 0 norm and low rank on the simultaneously sparse-group and low-rank matrix X, such that
is a viable alternative to the jointly low rank and sparse-group Lasso problem (3).
Furthermore, we define a specific restricted isometry property (RIP), called sparse-group and low-rank RIP (SG&L-RIP), which is instrumental in building the required theoretical guarantees.
Definition 2: For positive integers u and r, a linear map A satisfies the SG&L-RIP, if for all simultaneous u-sparse-group and rank r matrices X, it is true that
where δ u,r is the smallest constant for which the above property holds.
Compared to the traditional definitions of Rank-RIP [11] and Block-RIP [12] , the defined sparse-group and low-rank RIP provides a more restrictive property which holds for the intersection set of the low-rank and the sparse-group matrices. The main theoretical result guaranteeing the SG&L-RIP is summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Let the linear map: A : C M×DN → C BpMp obeys the following condition for any X ∈ C M×DN and t > 1
where c is a fixed parameter for a given t. Given integers u and N , the map A satisfies SG&L-RIP of orderū := [1 + (t − 1)p 2 max L max ]u with a constant δū ,r with a probability greater than ≥ 1 −Ce −κ0 , if the number of measurements fulfills the following condition:
where κ 0 , κ 1 , andC are constants for a given δū ,r , Θ = u/p 2 min L min , p max and p min are the maximum and the minimum value of p n respectively, and L max and L min are the maximum and the minimum value of L n respectively. As a result, the problem (5) with a map A achieves a robust sparsegroup and low-rank recovery of order u with a probability greater than 1 −Ce −κ0 .
Remark 1: It is interesting to find that in the case of a small ut (a reasonable assumption in mmW/THz wideband massive access systems), the required number of measurements derived from Theorem 1 for simultaneously u-sparse-group and lowrank matrices are significantly smaller than currently known measurements bounds, which is derived for simultaneously sparse and low-rank matrices [13] by combining l 21 norm and low rank.
B. Multi-Rank Aware Pursuit
The JADCE algorithm developed on the set of matrices with low rank compared to the set of all matrices makes the recovery more plausible and efficient, thus it is beneficial to design a rank aware algorithm to solve problem (5) . However, estimating the rank of X usually leads to high computational complexity and requires large storage space in practice, due to the large numbers of devices and BS antennas. According to the characteristics of mmW/THz channels analyzed in Section II, the rank of each device state matrix X n is not random but equals to the number of paths L n . Notice that the number of paths of mmW/THz channel depends only on the physical propagation properties and the number of paths of mmW/THz channel is usually very limited, e.g. 2-3, which can be measured by channel tracking.
Based on this rank property, problem (5) can be transformed as the following problem by exploiting both individual sparse and low-rank structure:
Herein, we relax the rank of inactive device state matrices to the maximum number of paths. Since inactive device state matrices infinitely approach to zero matrices, even though we solve a relaxed problem, the rank relaxation would not change the solution to the original problem (5) . Moreover, due to nonconvex of l 0 norm, it is quite natural to relax l 0 norm with l 1 norm. Due to multi-rank constraints, problem (8) is nonconvex and NP-hard. To tackle this challenge, we exploit the quotient manifold geometry of the product of rank-L max matrices. First, we reformulate a problem with Hermitian positive semidefinite variables, instead of directly solving the problem (8) with complex asymmetric variables X n in complex field, namely
where S n = J H n , R H respectively. X n satisfies the factorization X n = J n R H n = P 1 S n S H n P 2 . Then, we define the product manifold M N = M 1 × M 2 × · · · × M N as the set of matrices {S n } N n=1 , where M n = S n ∈ C (D+M)×Lmax : rank(S n ) = L max is a non-compact stiefel manifold denoting the set of all (D + M ) × L max matrices whose columns are linearly independent. Consequently, the problem (8) is recast as the following unconstrained problem with full column rank optimization variables S n ∈ C (D+M)×Lmax :
where ̺ > 0 is a tunable parameter, and v i and v j is used to extract the element located in the i-th row and j-th column of matrix P 1 S n S H n P 2 . Notice that l 1 -norm in problem (8) is nonsmooth, which breaks the requirement of a smooth objective function in Riemannian optimization. We therefore have replaced the element of X n l1 with the second term in (9) , which is the logarithmic smoothing process based on the fact that the function |x| − 1 ̺ ln(1 + ̺ |x|) is differentiable over x at 0 [14] . After the solutionŜ n , ∀n of problem (9) is obtained, the original solutionX n , ∀n can be computed by the operationX n = P 1ŜnŜ H n P 2 , ∀n. To overcome non-uniqueness of the factorization T n = S n S H n for rank-L max matrices, we develop a set of equivalence classes encoding the invariance map with n = 1, 2, · · · , N in an abstract search space in the following form
[S] is also called as the quotient space denoted by M N / ∼, where a product of non-compact stiefel manifold M N is regarded as the full space. Consequently, if an element S n ∈ M n has the matrix characterization S n Q n , problem (9) can be transformed as
Because the manifold topology of the product manifold is equivalent to the product topology [15] , the JADCE problem derived from the product manifold M N can be processed on individual manifold M n and the tangent space to M N at S given by T S M N can be viewed as the product of the tangent spaces to M n at S n given by T Sn M n for n = 1, 2, · · · , N . In the context of individual manifold, we first give out the Riemannian metric, which is the smoothly varying inner product and invariable along the set [S n ], namely
The individual projection of any direction ξ Sn onto the horizontal space H Sn at S n is given by Π HS n (ξ Sn ) = ξ Sn −S n B, where B is a complex matrix of size L max × L max , which is the solution of the following Lyapunov equation S H n S n B + BS H n S n = S H n ξ Sn − ξ H Sn S n . According to the previous considerations, it is enough to deduce Riemannian gradient on manifolds represented in the tangent space, which can be expressed as grad Sn f = Π HS n 1 2 grad Sn f where grad Sn f represents the Euclidean gradient of f ({S n } N n=1 ) with respect to S n . Finally, the conjugate gradient descent approach on the Riemannian space is developed to search the global optimum. Herein, we adopt the truncated spectral initialization, because the dimension of B H YA H n is high, getting the leading eigenvector of this sample matrix can have large computation. Actually, when M p B p is sufficiently large, the leading eigenvector of B H Y tru A H n with norm scaled by ω can be an approximation of the solution of (9). The specific initialization process and the designed multi-rank aware sparse (MRAS) algorithm are detailed in Algorithm 1. Herein, the parameter o t n in the Polak-Ribiere form [15] ,
Sn and µ is the step size. Afterward, we can detect the device activity by defining the activity detector asK = n : X n
where v 1 = 0.1 denotes the ratio of the minimum and maximum amplitudes of the channel coefficients. 
Update n ← n − 1. 7: end while 8: while t ≥ 1 do 9:
, 10: Update t ← t − 1. 11: end while 12: Output: ∀n:Ŝ n = S t+1 n ,X n = P 1ŜnŜ
In what follows, we analyze the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm. The computational burden of the proposed MRAS algorithm mainly has two parts when D and M have the same order: 1) the computational complexity of the grad Sn f has two cases, i.e. when M < B p , it is O(M p B p DN ), otherwise, the complexity is O(M p DM N + B p DM N ). 2) the computational complexity of Riemannian metric in (11) is O(L 2 D).
In this paper, we compare the proposed MRAS algorithm with four baseline algorithms from the computational complexity aspect, including AMP algorithm [16] which leverages large-scale fading coefficients and the statistics of the wireless channel to improve the detection performance, fast iterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithm (FISTA) [17] which is a classical optimization algorithm to minimize convex functions, OMP algorithm which is a greedy algorithm proposed in [18] , and the baseline in (3) which can be solved by replacing rank(X) by the nuclear norm and then reformulating as a semidefinite programming problem. The comparison results are shown in Table 1 . It can be seen that the complexity scaling of the proposed MRAS algorithm is superior to the four baseline algorithms, implying lower complexity in the high dimensional regime. [16] O(BpMpN DM ) FISTA [17] O(BpMpN DM ) OMP [18] O
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we investigate the performance of the proposed MRAS algorithm in terms of activity error rate (AER) and normalized mean squared error (NMSE). The AER includes miss detection probability defined as the probability that an active device is detected as inactivity, and the falsealarm probability defined as the probability that an inactive device is detected as activity. The NMSE is calculated as . We consider a simulation scenario where the BS employs a ULA antenna array with M = 64, the total number of subcarriers is set to B = 1300, the channel delay is set to D = 64. All N = 20 devices are randomly distributed in the service area and among which K = 6 devices are active. Parameters ̺ and ν are set to 1/0.039 and 0.3 respectively. The maximum number of paths is set to L max = 2 and SNR set as 25 dB.
We first compare the performance of the proposed MRAS algorithm and the above four state-of-the-art algorithms. Fig.  2 plots the AER performance comparison against the pilot length B p . It is observed that increasing the length of pilot sequences substantially decreases the error probability for all detection algorithms. Yet, for the proposed MRAS algorithm, the gain by increasing B p is obvious. For instance, when the number of subcarriers is greater than 20, the activity error rate of the proposed MRAS reaches 0, which outperforms the OMP algorithm, the FISTA algorithm and the baseline in (3). This is because the proposed MRAS algorithm well incorporates the joint sparse and low rank characteristics of mmW/THz channel for efficiently decreasing the search space of the JADCE problem. Compared to the AMP algorithm, the proposed MRAS algorithm performs worse but has lower complexity. Moreover, the AMP algorithm needs the prior sparsity information and statistics of the channel vectors, which are difficult to be obtained in practice due to the sporadic traffic or spatial correlation of the channel.
In Fig. 3 , we present the NMSE performance comparison against the number of selected subcarriers B p . We note that the curve of the proposed algorithm for the NMSE decreases rapidly when B p exceeds a certain threshold. The NMSE of the proposed MRAS algorithm achieves a high channel estimation accuracy, which is superiority over OMP, FISTA and the baseline in (3) . The NMSE gap between the proposed algorithm and the AMP algorithm narrows with the increase of Fig. 4 displays the NMSE versus different spread p. It is seen that the proposed algorithm by properly exploiting multiple low rank and sparse can achieve the optimal NMSE performance in large spread regions. However, the other four algorithms degrade seriously. Since the mmW/THz channel usually has a large spread due to high angular and delay resolutions, the proposed MRAS algorithms is appealing in wideband massive access.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has studied a grant-free random access scheme for mmW/THz wideband cellular IoT networks with sporadically active devices. The low-rank and sparse characteristics in delay-angular domain of mmW/THz channels were investigated and then explored to design a JADCE algorithm for wideband massive access. Theoretical analysis proved that the proposed algorithm can shorten the required length of pilot sequences and has lower computational complexity compared to baseline algorithms. Simulation results shew that the proposed algorithm can almost achieve the near-optimal detection and estimation performance. 
